Outlaw Camp Bulletin
November 17, 2017

The Fourth Saturday Outlaws will wind it up for 2017 this Saturday November 25. Annual awards are
given out based on your best six shoots of the year shot in the same category. Our second Saturday
shooters follow the same guidelines. The last shoot for that group will be December 9, 2017. All scores
are posted on our web-site so you may need to check to see if you: #1 have six shoots in in the same
category. #2 If you have a question you need to contact me right away. After November 26 it will be too
late to correct any errors. ( A few shooters need to make one more shoot to make six). Second Saturday
and Fourth Saturday shoots are separate and fifth Saturday shoots do not count for awards unless one is
a make-up for a missed shoot.
Our initial trials of the restrooms showed some flaws but hopefully all leaks are fixed. The kitchen
plumbing is in and may need a little trial. The kitchen stove is functional and things are moving along.
Thanks to Pepper Pete, Arkansas Harper, Cajun Bandit, and Tombstone Shadow for this round of help.
Congratulations to all who represented Outlaw Camp at the Southeast Regional, we brought home some
awards!
December has five Saturdays so we will be shooting Dec. 30, 2017 this will be our last shoot for the year
and we will try to make it special, a 2018 sweep?
Our year end party and awards will be December 9, 2017 This will be for both Second and Fourth
Saturday shooting groups. Weather permitting this year we will do this at the range. We will shoot 5
stages straight through and then, weather permitting, lunch and awards on the range, (or in the shop)
Cajun Bandit has agreed to prepare Gumbo for all. The menu will be Gumbo, French Bread, Salad and
whatever desserts our shooters can bring. We will watch the weather and make adjustments as needed.
If this does not work out we will have a dutch treat lunch at a local restaurant.
“Mayhem on the Mountain” will be here before you know it and there are a lot of preparations to be
done. Work on the range is coming along nicely but that is only a portion of what needs to be done. We
will have a partial list next week for all to look at and you can put your name down for what you want to
be responsible for. Following our year end awards we will have a club meeting to discuss “Mayhem on
the Mountain”. Bring your ideas, for discussion. Entry forms need to be up on the web-site soon!
Well the holidays are closing fast and Red and I have a lot to do. We want to wish everyone a Great
Holiday Season, so have a Happy Thanksgiving and remember, Christmas is soon to follow! ……….
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Nov. 23, Thu.

Thanksgiving

Nov. 25, Sat.

Shoot ‘4th Sat Outlaws’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Dec. 9, Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg.9:45 shoot 10:00 awards to follow

Dec. 9, Sat.

‘Outlaw Camp’ Year End Party and awards for all Outlaw Camp
Shooters (after shoot)

Dec. 30, Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp” “Fun Fifth Saturday” Shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Jan 13, Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’

Jan. 27, Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ 4th Sat. Outlaws

For other shoots in Arkansas and surrounding states visit their respective web-sites.

